9:00-9:30h Arrival and informal gatherings

**9:30-10:00h** Opening Mistica and Re-encuentro – Retrouvailles – Coming together again

**10:00-12:30h** Analysis + Strategy: where are we now, and where we go from here? Reports from the main processes in CFS, and a Discussion and strategic reflection within the larger global context

**10:00-10:30h** Report and assessment of the Youth process – Input from Youth WG 10’, discussion 20’

**10:30-11:00h** Report from the Gender process, and strategy ahead – Input from Women and Gender Diversity WG 10’, discussion 20’

**11:00-11:30h** Break

**11:30-12:00h** Report from the popular consultations and policy demands towards a CFS response to the perpetual systemic global food crises, Input 10’, discussion 20’

**12:00-12:30h** Open reflections on the larger global context and long-term strategies: how to respond to intertwined global challenges from the perspectives of our constituencies and territories? Input 10’, discussion 20’

**12:30-14:00h** Lunch Break

**14:00-15:30h** Synthesis Session: Key messages to the CFS 50 and beyond

*(hybrid section of the day, with those who participate from remote)*

- Coordinating Policy response on perpetual systemic food crises (5’ inputs and 15’ comments)
- Gender process – report and strategy ahead (5’ inputs and 15’ comments)
- Youth process – report and assessment (5’ inputs and 15’ comments)
- Data process – first reflection, the way ahead (5’ inputs and 10’ comments)
- Strategies beyond CFS 50 – input and comments (5’ inputs and 10’ comments)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:30-16:30h</td>
<td><strong>Break</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 16:30-18:00h | **Panel discussion** on: How to make the CFS responsive to the multiple and intertwined crises affecting the right to food and food sovereignty?  
Panel with UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, CFS Chair and CSIPM speakers |
| 18:00-18:30h | **Logistical information** and organizational preparation of participation to CFS 50  
Closing of the Forum |